IQAC initiatives (2012-2013)

SWAYAM
SWAYAM is the annual intercollegiate festival hosted by MVJ College of Engineering. The
cultural festival attractsover 50 colleges from around the state, to compete, display and prove
their excellence in extracurricular activities. It was the enthusiasm of the students that led to
the birth of this cultural fest, and it only became better and bigger, year after year.
The events atSwayam includeIndian Light Music,Indian Vocals Solo,Group Dance, Solo
Dance, Around The Campus, FILM IT, Amazing Race, Debate, Water Football, Tug Of War,
My Big Foot, Man Vs Food, Counter Strike, FIFA11,Battle Of The Bands, Face Painting,
Rangoli, Mock Rock, MIME and Lagori.

Department Clubs
With an aim to create technical awareness among engineering students, the department clubs
were formed. The clubs are driven by faculty coordinators andstudent coordinators who plan
andconduct different types of intra-department and inter-department innovative events.The
students of various engineering disciplinesparticipate enthusiastically inthe events, which
focus ondeveloping the technical, conceptual and ethical skills of the students.
The department club events enhance the confidence levels of the students, and groom them to
know and involve themselves in ethical prospects. It binds the minds of interdisciplinary
engineering branches, to steer changes in technological advancements.
The following department clubs have been formed:
AEROMODELLING club in Aeronautical Engineering department
TECH-SAS club in Chemical Engineering department
SRISHTI club in Civil Engineering Department
NIC club in Computer Science and Engineering department
E-FORZA club in Electronics and Communication Engineering department
SPARKEEE club in Electrical and Electronics Department
EIKON club in Information Science and Engineering department
AGNIUDAYAclub in Master of Business Administration department
MITA club in Master of Computer Applications department
DYNAMECH Club in Mechanical Engineering department

MEDLAUNCHERS club in Medical Electronics department
In TELEgenze club in Telecommunication Engineering department

VerTechX
VerTechX is an annual national-level technical extravaganzaorganized by MVJCE. It
encourages student creativity and innovation. As the tagline says, ‘Summit of Innovation and
Technology’, it is a technical fest with a difference.It provides a platform for students to
come and explore the realms of science and technology. It brings to students,competitions
that test their skills, lectures byeminent personalities, workshops to hone their talents,
exhibitions to observethe latest developments, and last but not the least,the fun and festive
spirit of a college festival!The events conducted are Glidowarz, Robowars, Roborace,
Deckster, VerTechX Race, Cadventure, Crazy Computing, CHEMBION 'The TECH
FIESTA', and Paper Presentations.
The festival also acts as a gateway for students to win internships with reputed companies.

